Visa information
-

-

All visa invitations you requested and received from the organisers are valid
(irrespective of the fact that the dates in them are 6-7 June)
If you have received a visa based on this inviation and it has expired, you should
once more apply to the respective Embassy or Consulate and ask to give a repeated
visa. You will not have to pay for it another time. Only you may be asked to present
e.g. a valid insurance policy, ift he previous one has expired.
If you submitted visa documents shortly before the Corona crisis and were denied
visa for this reason, the same as in the point above: apply once more.
If you had a Schengen longer-term visa and it hasexpired, you have to apply for visa
accordig to general procedure: no waivers are applicable.
If you do not have a visa, you need an invitation from the organisers. The
information we need from you:
Russia: Name, surname as in the passport, date of birth, passport number.
Belarus:
- name, surname as in the passport / имя, фамилия (как в паспорте)
- citizensip / гражданство
- gender / пол
- DOB / дата рождения
- place of birth / место рождения
- home address / домашний адрес
- occupation / род занятий
- address in Latvia (may be that of the Event Centre) / адрес проживания в
Латвии (можете указать адрес центра соревнования в Милзкалне)
- place where you will request the visa (Minsk or Vitebsk) /где будете
подавать заявление (посольство в Минске или консульство в Витебске?)
- passport number, photocopy of passport / номер паспорта, желательно,
и фото паспорта
- mailing address where you want to receive the invitation, if different from
your home address / адрес, кyда по почте выслать приглашение
Please visit the respective embassy or visa centre and find out how to make an
appointment.
In case you need a visa invitation, please send us as ap the above requested data to
info@rogaining.lv

